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Abstract—Wireless systems, which include cellular phones,
have become an essential part of the modern life. However
the mounting evidence that cellular radiation might adversely
affect the health of its users, leads to a growing concern among
authorities and the general public. Radiating antennas in the
proximity of the user, such as antennas of mobile phones are
of special interest for this matter. In this paper we suggest
a new architecture for wireless networks, aiming at minimal
emission from mobile stations, without any additional radiation
sources. The new architecture, dubbed Green Cellular, abandons
the classical transceiver base station design and suggests the
augmentation of transceiver base stations with receive only
devices. These devices, dubbed Green Antennas, are not aiming
at coverage extension but rather at minimizing the emission from
mobile stations. We discuss the implications of the Green Cellular
architecture on 3G and 4G cellular technologies. We conclude by
showing that employing the Green Cellular approach may lead
to a significant decrease in the emission from mobile stations,
especially in indoor scenarios. This is achieved without exposing
the user to any additional radiation source.
I. INTRODUCTION
With over 3 billion cellular users worldwide, cellular tech-
nology is literally everywhere. Thus, the significant effort to
figure out the implications of cellular usage on human health
is no surprise, nor is the interest of authorities and the public
in this issue.
The precautionary advice on cell phone usage as published
by the University of Pittsburgh’s Cancer Institute [1] is one
of the most influencing statements regarding cell phone safety
in recent years. This statement lists ten precautions aiming
at reducing exposure to cellular radiation. Special attention is
given to young children who are considered most likely to
be sensitive to exposure. A similar concern has led French
authorities to ban cell phone usage in primary schools [2].
On the research front, perhaps the most thorough study set
up to investigate whether cell phone use increases the risk of
cancer, in the multinational INTERPHONE Study [3]. So far
no consensus has been reached, but some of the intermediate
results link cell phone usage to certain types of cancer [4].
It seems that as cellular and wireless technologies evolve,
the exposure to radiation only grows. Application of modern
cellular and wireless technologies are ubiquitous, and are by
no means limited to voice services. Popular smart phones
lead to an increased usage profile (e.g. web browsing, social
networks, emailing) [5] and bandwidth hungry applications
such as video streaming are becoming more prominent, leading
to increased exposure.
Current solutions aiming at reducing cellular radiation from
mobile stations (MSs) are roughly divided into the following
types. The first is an increase in the number of cellular sites,
leading to a reduction in the average separation between
the site and the MS (smaller cells). This approach leads
to a reduction in the average emission of both MSs and
cellular sites. An immediate drawback here is the concern
of nearby residents from constant radiation from the cellular
site. Moreover, this approach gives a partial solution to indoor
users who may still experience high levels of emission due to
significant penetration loss [6], [7].
Another prominent solution is wired and wireless headsets.
Focusing on wireless headsets (usually Class 2 Bluetooth
devices), even though the average transmit (Tx) power of
the headset (4dBm in Bluetooth), is lower than the average
Tx power of an MS, in many occasions (especially with the
high dynamic range of 3G and 4G cellular) the MS itself
may transmit at lower power than the bluetooth transmitter.
Furthermore, the MS is always kept nearby, usually worn on
the body of the user, implying additional exposure to radiation.
The impact of wired headsets is also debatable as reflected
from contradicting findings [8], [9].
Finally, femtocells and indoor distributed antenna systems
(DASs), which are a limit case of the smaller cell solution,
may be viewed as a means to reduce radiation. Obviously,
since these solutions are installed indoor, they result in a
significant reduction in the MS’ emission power. However,
since they transmit at a non negligible power [10], they give
rise to concerns similar to those respective to smaller cells.
In this paper we do not address the possible health implica-
tions of cellular radiation, but rather adopt the precautionary
principle which guides us to minimize exposure to radiation
[11], [12]. Current cellular architectures are adapted to meet
other design criteria, such as coverage and capacity. In this
paper we address this problem and propose a new architecture
for cellular and wireless networks which is optimized for
minimal emission from MSs, without any additional radiation
sources. We further give experimental results showing the
significant effect the proposed architecture has on MS emission
power.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present
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the new architecture for cellular and wireless networks dubbed
Green Cellular. In Section 3 we discuss the implications on
Green Cellular of 3G and 4G technologies. In Section 4 we
give simulation results showing the significant effect the Green
Cellular architecture has on MS emission power. Section 5
contains discussion and conclusions.
II. THE GREEN CELLULAR ARCHITECTURE
Most modern cellular and wireless networks (e.g. 3G and
4G technologies), employ sophisticated power control mech-
anisms, controlling the Tx power of both base stations (BSs)
and MSs. These power control mechanism underly the small
cell approach that lead to lower Tx power at both BSs and
MSs. Focusing on the uplink (UL), we emphasize that the
MS Tx power depends specifically on the separation from BS
receivers (and not necessarily transceivers).
While most wireless and cellular networks adopt an archi-
tecture that is based on transceiver BSs, the Green Cellular
approach suggests the augmentation of transceiver BSs with
receive only devices. The latter, dubbed Green Antennas, are
employed to reduce the Tx power of MSs in their proximity1.
In order to minimize exposure to cellular radiation, the Green
Antennas are to be connected to the network infrastructure
via wireline or highly directional point-to-point microwave
link. Theoretically, one may deploy Green Antennas on a
sufficiently dense grid, reducing the average Tx power of MSs
to any arbitrary value (supported by the MS), without any
additional radiation source. Green Cellular is a broad concept
that may be applied to a wide array of technologies ranging
from small local area networks (LANs) to large metropolitan
area networks (MANs). A schematic of the Green Cellular
architecture is given in Fig. 2. Compare with the standard
architecture based on transceiver BS, given in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. Standard transceiver architecture.
Focusing on cellular MANs, bearing in mind significant
cellular usage is indoors [17], a natural embodiment of Green
Cellular is the augmentation of outdoor BSs with indoor Green
Antennas. Due to the relatively high MS Tx power indoors
(mainly stemming from penetration loss), Green antennas
installed indoors play an important role in this architecture.
For example, indoor Green Antennas may be installed within
1The concept of Green Cellular as well as respective architecture and tech-
nological implications have been disclosed in a series of patent applications
[13], [14], [15], [16].
Fig. 2. The Green Cellular architecture in which transceiver BSs are
augmented with Green Antennas. The UL to the BS is not shown.
buildings where radiation is a major concern, such as schools.
This way, the outdoor BS may be located at any distance from
the school, still allowing admissible coverage.
MSs in the proximity of a Green Antenna would transmit at
significantly lower Tx power (compared to the same scenario
lacking the Green Antenna), reducing the interference to users
of both the same BS and neighboring BSs. Since most practical
communication systems are interference limited (see [18],
Page 507), this would also result in a decrease of the required
Tx power of other MSs (not at an immediate proximity of a
Green Antenna).
The Green Cellular architecture provides further enhance-
ments beyond the decrease in MS Tx power. Green Antennas
lead to significantly higher UL capacity both at the serving
and neighboring BSs (similar to femtocells [10]), an issue
that is becoming more important as usage profile creates more
demand for UL traffic. The significantly lower Tx power
results in prolonged MS battery life. Finally, easier to deploy
since they are expected to impose no regulatory constraints,
dense deployment of Green Antennas would enhance location
based services (see [19], Chapters 8 and 11).
III. TECHNOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS
Practical communication systems have limitations such as
limited dynamic range, degenerate power control mechanism
etc. Note that the Green Cellular architecture implicitly as-
sumes closed-loop UL power control (see [20], Page 48), since
the UL and downlink (DL) channels may significantly differ.
This does not impose a serious constraint as most modern
cellular and wireless technologies accommodate closed-loop
power control with a substantial dynamic range. For example,
the dynamic range in UMTS is over 60dB (see [20], Page
326).
In systems where diversity combining, taking signal-to-
interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) into consideration, is ap-
plied, the employment of Green Antennas is simple as they can
only enhance the performance of the system. Such combining
methods are maximal ratio combining (MRC), log likelihood
ratios (LLRs) summation and combining of cyclic redundancy
check (CRC) confirmed packets (see [21], Page 563). These
methods are prominent in orthogonal frequency division mul-
tiplexing (OFDM) and OFDM-like technologies (e.g. WiMAX
and LTE).
In case simple combining methods are employed (e.g. equal
gain combining or analog combining), Green Antennas should
be placed taking network topology into consideration. For
instance, a Green Antenna associated with a certain BS,
should not be placed within the dominant coverage area of
neighboring BS (e.g. closer to the neighboring BS). This
may lead to the Green Antenna receiving mostly signals from
users of the neighboring BS, which results in an increased
interference.
In most practical systems, the MS requests to connect to the
BS which it receives with highest power or SINR (see [20],
Page 167). When such systems are augmented with Green
Antennas, the MS will connect to the BS which it receives
the strongest, which is not necessarily the BS which receives
the MS with best quality (e.g. the BS with nearest Green
Antenna). This scenario is given in Fig. 3. This problem
may be overcome by connecting the Green Antenna to all
dominant neighboring BSs, altering the access and handover
mechanisms to accommodate Green Antennas, or proper cell
planning.
Fig. 3. A scenario where the MS does not connect to the BS with nearest
Green Antenna.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In order to investigate the impact of Green Antennas on the
Tx power of nearby MSs, a simulation study was conducted.
The simulation is based on a commercial2 4G cellular network
planning and optimization tool that has been adapted to
accommodate Green Antennas. The Green Antennas forward
the received signal from each MS to its respective serving
transceiver BS. In this simulation we consider outdoor Green
Antennas only.
The network simulation and planning tool used is optimized
for real network configurations of urban areas. A mixed
scenario was used for the simulation, in which voice and data
traffic distributions as well as indoor/outdoor user distributions
were taken into account. Penetration loss, lognormal fading,
user speed distribution and other parameters were defined
per clutter types according to typical values for an urban
area. Relatively high traffic load was assumed such that the
UL is interference limited and closed-loop UL power control
was activated. A Green Antenna was added into an area of
2We used a 4G simulation tool by SCHEMA Ltd.
relatively poor coverage. The impact of the Green Antenna
on the MSs’ uplink Tx power was analyzed in an area
approximately 300m in diameter around the location of the
Green Antenna. Two scenarios have been examined. In the
first a regular deployment of transceiver BSs was assumed. In
the second, Green Antennas were introduced.
The complementary distribution function (CDF) of indoor
MSs’ Tx power in a radius of 300m about the Green Antennas
in both scenarios is given in Fig. 4. The figure shows a
significant 8dB difference in the average Tx power and 10dB
difference in the median. Considering a target Tx power of
4dBm (the Tx power of a Class 2 Bluetooth headset), note
that in the scenario without Green Antennas only 7% of the
users are below the target power, whereas approx. 40% are
below the target with Green Antennas.
Fig. 4. Comparison of the CDF of the MSs Tx power with and without
Green Antennas.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we proposed a new architecture for cellular
and wireless systems. Perhaps the most interesting aspect of
the Green Cellular architecture is its ability to significantly
reduce the emission from MSs without any additional radiation
sources. Our simulation results showed over 10dB decrease
in average Tx power of indoor MSs in the proximity of an
outdoor Green Antenna. The effect of indoor installed Green
Antennas is expected to be significantly more dramatic due to
lower penetration losses (the effect is expected to be orders
of magnitude more substantial with indoor Green Antennas).
The new architecture does not require a reorganization of the
network but rather implies an augmentation of the existing
network with Green Antennas. Viewing Green Antennas as
remotely installed diversity antennas makes this augmentation
natural in systems employing SINR aware diversity combin-
ing.
The precautionary principle guides us to design cellular and
wireless systems that minimize exposure to radiation. The
Green Cellular concept described in this paper is perfectly
aligned with this principle. The concept that the Tx power
from MSs can be arbitrarily low, brought about by augmenting
the network with Green Antennas, opens up a new realm of
embodiments which are expected to play an important role in
future communication systems.
More advanced considerations arising from the Green Cel-
lular architecture, such as the decrease in overall UL inter-
ference, indoor installed Green Antennas’ performance gains,
increase in cell capacity and access/handover methods accom-
modating Green Antennas will be addressed in forthcoming
papers.
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